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Strange though it may be, the number of vehicles in this country continues to increase while the number of gasoline service stations to serve them remains a decreasing variable. This is due to the economics of pumping gas rather than to the successful use of zoning and land use controls by local government.

This phenomenon suggests that the goals of industry and local government are joint and mutual, not separate and conflicting. In the last 25 years the petroleum industry has demolished more stations than it has built and has replaced the filling station with the modern super station. Today's retail outlet is bigger and more expensive to build than its predecessors, is capable of pumping three times as much gas and can be made quite attractive. Instead of deploring replacement of service stations and new construction, local government should seize this opportunity to plan for and locate the service station in accordance with the long-range objectives of the community. The development of a locational theory for service stations would benefit the interests of both parties.

The cluster of stations at busy intersections and the development along heavily travelled thoroughfares of the gasoline alley or ghetto is due to the fault of both the industry and local government. Bad planning or no planning at all has permitted the concentration of stations to meet the thrust of population growth without adequate control. This is aggravated by the intense competition between oil companies to be "where the action is." Site competition, in turn,
encourages bidding from developers and investors since a good site brings a premium price.

The concern of local government over the concentration of numerous stations is evident in the variety of methods used to control the problem. In some instances, an over-reaction by local government has resulted in litigation with a result adverse to those interests seeking to control the problem of location and proliferation.

There can be a legal basis for the special treatment of service stations and the purposes here are to explore that basis and to review the zoning techniques which have implemented it. If the problem can be dealt with before it becomes acute, the solution will be much less drastic and much more likely to be accepted by the industry.

I. Substantive and Procedural Rules Related to Zoning

A. The Power to Zone

Judicial reaction to the wide variety of techniques used to control location and design of service stations has been mixed. Even within the same jurisdictions, decisions have reached opposite results. It is helpful in setting the stage, therefore, to review some basic legal principles concerning the power of local government to zone and control land use.

The power to zone is a part of the police power and is determined by the meaning and scope of the police power.² The police power is said to be the power to regulate the conduct of persons: one toward another and the manner in which each may use his own property.³ The power is best explained variously in terms of its source, its limits, the purposes served by its exercise, or examples of what is or is not its proper exercise.⁴ One who tries to define it abstractly must eventually conclude that there can be no such definition because, by its nature, the police power expands or contracts to meet new needs or changed circumstances.⁵

Viewed in terms of the broad purposes for which it may be exercised, the police power may be used to advance the public health,
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safety, and morals or to promote the general welfare, public convenience, or general prosperity. The particular land use regulation must be related to one of these purposes and must also be properly exercised so as to meet the constitutional requirements of due process and equal protection. In broad terms, these constitutional limitations mean that the regulation must not be unreasonable, arbitrary or capricious and that the means selected must have a real and substantial relation to the object sought to be obtained.

These criteria for judging constitutionality have acquired meaning from decisions involving particular land use regulations. A land use regulation may be invalid if it:

1. creates a monopoly;
2. restricts land to a particular use which is made unsuitable by the use of adjacent property;
3. restricts land to a use which deprives the property owner of all beneficial or profitable use;
4. excludes from a land use district an existing and established use which is not a nuisance;
5. classifies a parcel for a more restrictive use than surrounding land so that it is an island in the middle of less restricted uses;
6. fails to prescribe standards and regulations applicable to all who fall within the same class.

B. Procedural Rules Supporting Validity of Land Use Regulation

There have also evolved a series of procedural rules and principles governing the scope of judicial review which have a marked tendency to support land use regulations. An attack upon the regulation is made doubly difficult by these aids supporting validity:

1. The burden of proof is on the one contesting the validity of the zoning regulation. In its application to particular property, the person attacking it must produce sufficient evidence from which the court can make findings as to the physical facts involved which will justify it in concluding that the regulation is unreasonable and invalid as a matter of law.14

2. The decision of the zoning authority as to matters of opinion and policy will not be set aside or disregarded by the court unless the regulation has no reasonable relation to the public welfare or unless the physical facts show that there has been an unreasonable, oppressive, or unwarranted interference with property rights.15

3. A court will not reverse a legislative determination merely because its wisdom or correctness is debatable.16

4. Every intendment is indulged in favor of the validity of the land use regulation.17

5. There is a general presumption that the determination of the local zoning authority is correct.18

6. Available administrative remedies must first be exhausted.19

These principles give the zoning authority broad limits within which to frame its land use regulations. The courts have shown a tendency in the light of the expanding police power to uphold new zoning techniques and innovations. It is well to remember, however, that these are rules as to the scope of judicial review and that there is ample flexibility in them to accommodate stricter attitudes toward reasonableness if a court believes a regulation is unreasonable or discriminatory.

II. SPECIAL TREATMENT OF SERVICE STATIONS

A. Bases for Distinction

Whether or not a particular use of property can be singled out for special treatment is tested by the following rules:20

1. The legislative body has a wide scope of discretion in the adoption of police laws and the equal protection clause voids a regulation only when it is without any rational basis and is purely arbitrary.

2. A classification having some rational basis does not offend against the equal protection clause merely because it is not made with mathematical nicety or because in practice it results in some inequality.

3. When the classification is questioned, if any state of facts reasonably can be conceived that would sustain it, the existence of that state of facts at the time the law was enacted must be assumed.

4. One who attacks the classification of the law has the burden of showing that it does not rest upon any rational basis but is essentially arbitrary.

The industry’s position as to zoning policy is that the service station should be treated on an equal basis with other forms of commercial and retail business and should be permitted in the same land use districts and under the same conditions as other business. The industry is opposed to spacing and other distance regulations upon the ground that there is no proof that stations are a safety hazard.21

The basic supposition that one business or commercial use is the same as any other may be open to some question in the light of modern planning practice where the emphasis is upon discerning differences in uses in order to achieve maximum compatibility. For instance, the very nature of the service station activity suggests some reasons for treating the use separately:

1. It is an outdoor activity creating more noise and more light and having a much greater impact on a neighborhood than if it were entirely enclosed.

2. A service station may increase traffic volume and the nature and intensity of the traffic created may distinguish this use from other types of drive-in businesses. The traffic generated by a service station can have several consequences. A station increases the number of roadway access points. This, in turn, impairs vehicle movements and can affect the capacity of the street to carry the volume of traffic for which it was designed. The concentration of service stations along a traffic artery may compound the problem and multiply these effects.
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A service station located at an intersection increases the number of points of conflict between vehicle and pedestrian. This effect is much more marked when there is a concentration of service stations.22

The usual objection to a service station from the standpoint of traffic is the threat to safety and, in particular, the potential conflict between automobile and pedestrian; but the industry has an array of statistics indicating that service stations have good safety records.23 It is also argued that a service station aids safety because it may increase visibility by opening up a corner and improving lighting.24 In spite of these statistics the potential of hazard, conflict and accident do exist and the degree of threat depends only upon how careful people may be.

3. The service station handles a highly volatile liquid which possesses the potential hazards of fire and explosion. Improved methods of handling and storage of gasoline, it is argued, have reduced the incidence of fire to the point where fire insurance rates are as low or lower than other retail businesses.25 Notwithstanding these low incidence statistics and fire insurance rates, the courts have accepted the legislative judgment that there is a serious hazard.26

4. An abandoned service station can be the source of problems which do not exist when the ordinary retail outlet goes out of business. Changing population patterns cannot always be predicted or controlled and a population shift may remove the economic base of a station. A station which no longer has the support of an economic base may pass from operator to operator. The investment in underground improvements makes the hope of a successful enterprise die slowly and offers an invitation to the naive or the uninitiated to try his luck. The station becomes a marginal operation, economically speaking, and gradually falls into disrepair. It is no longer maintained and becomes an outlet for all sorts of related retail business.


23. Mosher, supra note 21, at 10.


25. Statistics are contained in Mosher, supra note 21, at 3. Industry spokesmen state that an underground tank in use has never caught fire or exploded except for two unusual cases in the early 1920's. This is Your Service Station Today, supra note 1.

activities in an effort to survive. In every aspect the use is a far cry from the one originally contemplated. Finally, when the operator can no longer survive, it is abandoned and becomes a parking lot, playground, or neighborhood dumping ground, all of which can have a blighting influence upon the area. In an effort to devote the existing surface improvements to productive use, the station may be converted into some other type of drive-in activity which is equally or more obnoxious than the station itself.

5. There is the matter of aesthetics. The architecture and color schemes, forms of advertising, outdoor display of merchandise, and general appearance of disorder which can occur provide reasons for treating service stations differently.

In addition to the above, there may be other reasons based upon the community's own experience which cause it to single out service stations for restrictive treatment.

The importance of the presumption favoring validity and the burden of proof imposed upon the person opposing the land use restriction becomes quite apparent at this point. The person who attacks the zoning regulation because it discriminates by permitting one business use but prohibiting another has a difficult burden. The presumption of validity will sustain the regulation even though its wisdom is debatable. However, in framing the legislation which regulates the activity, it is vital that the regulation imposed be supported by reasons carefully thought out and having some factual basis supporting its need. The regulation must be reasonably related to the evil sought to be remedied. The courts have been quick to see and distinguish the serious and good faith attempt at regulation from the hasty and contrived attempt intended only to limit the number of stations and prevent construction of additional ones.

B. Limitations and Restrictions

1. Number of Service Stations

An outright limitation upon the number of service stations for the sole reason that too many stations are undesirable is improper and

27. This argument is similar to the one used in the billboard cases in which restrictions upon billboards and highway advertising have been justified upon the basis that a billboard is a source of danger because it obscures visibility, is a menace to public morals because it provides a concealed place for the commission of immoral and criminal acts, or is a threat to public health because the area behind it is a dumping ground for debris. Cusack Co. v. Chicago, 242 U.S. 526 (1917); Murphy, Inc. v. Town of Westport, 131 Conn. 292, 40 A.2d 177 (1944); 35 MARQ. L. REV. 365 (1952).
would certainly be disapproved. The objection is that limiting the number of stations protects existing service stations from competition. The use of the zoning power as an economic tool to prevent competition or to regulate the community's economic needs has been condemned because such a regulation does not bear a substantial relation to the legitimate purpose for which the zoning power may be exercised. Furthermore, authority to consider community need based upon the number of existing similar facilities, it may be argued, is analogous to the power exercised by state and federal government to determine whether a business should be authorized as a matter of public necessity and convenience. This kind of authority has not been granted to local government and it is questionable whether the regulation of gasoline retail outlets is sufficiently affected with the public interest to permit the state to grant this power even if it wished to do so.

It cannot be stated, however, that under all circumstances an ordinance imposing a limitation upon the number of service stations is invalid. If the limitation on number is related in some way to a proper exercise of the police power under the particular circumstances, the regulation should be upheld. Neither the motives of the legislative body nor the fact that the limitation has the result of preventing competition should by themselves preclude validity. The weight of the argument that the regulation creates a monopoly is questionable and the role of competition factor in land use classification is still unclear.


2. Spacing Restrictions

A spacing restriction, often referred to as a distance or proximity regulation, establishes a minimum distance between a service station and a place of public assembly, such as a school or church, or between service stations themselves. In considering the validity of spacing restrictions, it is necessary to distinguish between the two.

a. Requirement of Minimum Distance Between Service Station and Place of Public Assembly. The courts have easily found that a spacing restriction between a service station and a place of public assembly bears a substantial relation to the proper exercise of the zoning power. These decisions find a reasonable basis for this type of restriction in (1) the need to avoid traffic hazards in areas where pedestrians or other vehicles may converge, (2) the risk to many lives stemming from the possibility of fire and explosion, and (3) the noise and interruption from the station which could interfere with the public activity.31

b. Requirement of Minimum Distance Between Service Stations. A spacing restriction which limits the distance between service stations is an increasingly popular method of regulation. Considering the judicial decisions considering this type of regulation, its use has been most prevalent in the East, Midwest, and parts of the South.

The spacing restrictions have varied anywhere from 300 feet (Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1926) to one mile (Dearborn, Michigan, 1957). In a number of instances, this approach to regulation has been varied by providing that only one corner at an intersection may be occupied by a service station or conversely by requiring service stations to be clustered in order to prevent undue scattering.32

Judicial opinion as to the validity of this type of spacing restriction varies. The courts in a majority of those states which have considered

31. See, e.g., Vine v. Bd. of Adjustment, 136 N.J.L. 416, 56 A.2d 122 (1947); Bulk Petroleum Corp. v. Chicago, 181 Ill. 2d 428, 164 N.E.2d 42 (1960); Socony Mobil Oil Co. v. Township of Ocean, 56 N.J. Super. 310, 153 A.2d 67 (1959), aff'd, 59 N.J. Super. 4, 157 A.2d 2 (1960). One industry source feels that since the purpose of this kind of restriction is not to limit the number of stations, the restriction is not particularly objectionable. Mosher, supra note 21, at 23.

the question have upheld the restriction.\textsuperscript{33} Even in states which have approved the validity of this form of restriction, particular regulations have been disapproved in individual cases where the record failed to show sufficient reason for excluding the use or where the regulation was unreasonable and discriminatory in its operation or failed to accomplish the purpose for which it was created.\textsuperscript{34} Finally, the spacing restriction between service stations has been flatly rejected as a legitimate land use regulation in a few states.\textsuperscript{35}

The conflict in these cases is due to the court's view of the scope of the police power and its opinion of the relation of the spacing limitation to the promotion or lack of promotion of the public health, safety, or welfare. The decisions upholding the spacing restriction as a proper exercise of the police power do so upon the basis of the potential fire and traffic hazards created by stations. The decisions disapproving the limitation find that the fire and traffic hazards do


\textsuperscript{34} Township Committee of Haddon Tp., 125 N.J.L. 202, 14 A.2d 786 (1940) (sole basis of the regulation was fire prevention but there was no evidence to support the need for it); City of Miami v. Woolin, 387 F.2d 893 (5th Cir. 1968) (spacing restriction applied in only 2 land use districts; the regulation prohibited a station within a specified distance of a place of public assembly, but did not prohibit construction of a place of public assembly within the same distance of an existing station; there was also a large number of non-conforming uses, many of which the city had created by the granting of variances from the spacing restriction). \textit{See also} Caudill v. Village of Milford, 10 Ohio Misc. 1, 225 N.E.2d 302 (1967).

not exist or view the regulation as an effort to limit the number of stations and, therefore, restrict competition. For instance, the Illinois courts have had no problem in finding that the spacing requirement between a service station and a place of public assembly is a proper exercise of the police power, but such spacing regulation between service stations is viewed as an attempt to promote a monopoly. The better reasoned cases uphold the distance limitation and recognize that the storage and handling of gasoline at a service station have some particular problems which justify the zoning authority in treating the use differently.

There are valuable lessons in legislative approach and draftsmanship to be learned from the decisions which have disapproved spacing restrictions. Because the spacing restriction is an attempt to treat one use differently from others, there must be a basis for it and it behooves the legislative body to detail its reasons for such treatment. Legislative declarations concerning the necessity for control and the reason for the classification are entitled to respect, but there must be some basis for them. A court will not blindly accept an obvious mistake when the validity of the regulation depends upon the truth of what is declared. The regulation must be reasonable and impartial in its operation and must accomplish the purpose for which it was created without undue discrimination. Furthermore, as draftsmen, the legislators should consider the treatment of uses which are non-conforming as a result of the new regulation. A court may be suspicious of an excessive tolerance for non-conforming uses, especially where the reason for the restriction is the danger of fire and explosion. The creation of variances or uses which do not conform with the restriction should be avoided and the requirements must apply in all land use districts or a good reason must exist for the disparate treatment.

3. Restriction upon Location by Land Use District

The essence of the zoning power's traditional function is to separate incompatible land uses. Zoning regulations can permit a service station in one type of land use district and exclude it altogether from another. How far can the zoning authority go in restricting the number of land use districts in which a station is permitted? No precise rule can be formulated because each community differs in its

The task is to develop a theory of location based upon the classification of commercial land use areas and their characteristics while at the same time taking into consideration the special problems of the service station. A central business district may not be a desirable location for a service station because of the high volume of traffic and pedestrians and the importance of traffic circulation. On the other hand, a neighborhood shopping center may be a proper area for its location. In certain classes of commercial districts the station may be permitted as a matter of right. In other such classes, it may be permitted only with special approval. In still other classes of land use districts, such as residential and industrial, the service station may be entirely excluded. These decisions, once made, can be implemented by appropriate zoning regulations.

No one can quarrel with the classification of the service station as a general type of commercial or retail business use. Nevertheless, a number of cases indicate an attitude approving the exclusion of service stations from commercial land use districts. The question of how different or how special the service station is because of the type of problems the use creates will determine its relationship to each land use district. Whether the zoning authority can limit the service station to one or two particular land use districts and control numbers and concentration of stations within those districts will depend upon how good a case is made for treating the station differently from other uses in the same general class and upon the relating of these distinctions to reasons for controlling numbers and concentration of service stations in districts where the use is permitted. Ideally, this should be done at the time long-range planning goals are formulated and implemented by means of zoning regulations. In this way the restriction is related to comprehensive planning. The restriction developed

in this way is much easier to defend against charges of discrimination than the "stopgap" restriction preventing further stations which is rushed to adoption after sudden realization that there are too many service stations in the wrong places. (As an example of criteria for location, design, and operation of service stations, a set of principles and standards is set forth in Appendix A.)

4. Design Controls and Regulation of Accessory Uses

A method used with varying degrees of success is the regulation of the design and accessory use of the service station. This is done either by the requirement of a use permit so that specially tailored conditions can be imposed or by formulating and requiring compliance with standard specifications for development and use which apply to all service stations. Both techniques give the zoning authority a measure of control over such aspects of design and operation as:

- a. size of the site and location of structures,
- b. location and size of signs,
- c. hours of operation,
- d. lighting,
- e. ingress and egress,
- f. fencing and landscaping,
- g. prohibition of uses not properly a part of service station operation such as vehicle repair,
- h. restrictions upon the display and storage of merchandise out of doors.

The regulation must contain adequate standards to provide a yardstick against which the proposal can be measured. This prevents an arbitrary grant or refusal of the request.38 This condition having been met, the regulation can be used to correct some of the obvious problems of design and operation but represents only a piecemeal attack upon the problem. From the planner's viewpoint it should be a necessary part of the zoning regulations whether or not additional restrictions are included. (An example of the kind of condition imposed by this type of regulation is set forth in Appendix B.)

5. Requirement that Property Owners Consent to Location

This method requires that a specified number or percentage of nearby property owners give their consent to the location of the station at the proposed site. Altering the amount of written consent or the area from which the consent is required provides needed flexibility.

Service station consent regulations have been upheld in the majority of states authorizing the method while the United States Supreme Court has sustained a similar type of requirement in connection with billboards. Two states have disapproved regulations of this sort. The objection to this device is that each proposal to construct the station becomes a popularity contest and does little to insure good planning or encourage the location of a service station in the most appropriate place.

6. Other Attempts at Regulation

There have been other more indirect efforts at regulating the business of operating service stations. For example, regulations which prohibit gasoline storage trucks from using city streets have been declared invalid. More recently, there have been attempts to adopt licensing requirements for service station operators.

7. The Role of Aesthetics

A principal reason for the recent increased concern over service stations and how to control them is the new emphasis on aesthetics. This leads to the question of the place of aesthetics in the exercise of the police power and the extent to which aesthetics may play a part in the types of regulations discussed above.

The traditional rule is that aesthetics alone is not a sufficient basis for exercising the zoning power. While paying lip service to the rule, however, the courts have gradually undermined it. With increasing frequency, courts are finding either that there is a valid police power

40. McCoy v. Town of York, 193 S.C. 390, 8 S.E.2d 905 (1940); City of Sedalia v. Crawford, No. 20203, Pettis County Cir. Ct. (Mo. May 9, 1957).
41. See, e.g., AB 162, N.J. 1961 legislative session.
42. 6 E. McQuilllin, MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS 476-80 (3rd ed. 1949).
basis to support the aesthetic regulation or that the police power extends to the protection of property values and that aesthetic control is valid if it tends to preserve property values. In a refreshing and realistic judicial approach, some court have dropped all pretense of connecting aesthetics with traditional health and safety considerations and have sanctioned land use restrictions solely upon the basis that the eye is entitled to as much recognition as the other senses.

The industry is aware of the public interest in beautification and there is a marked trend in the construction of so-called "ranch", "resident" or "suburban" type stations ranging from 15 per cent to 100 per cent of company-built units. The external appearance is changed by a choice of building materials, design of roof and canopy lines, toned-down colors, and reduction of the number and size of signs. In all other respects, however, it is the same as the traditional gasoline station. One can expect that more radical suggestions such as the marketing of several brands or a complete change in service station design and concept will be rejected at least for the present.

III. Conclusion

How far local government can go in limiting the number of service stations or in the degree of restrictions it can impose is a subject of continuing controversy between what are supposed to be violently


46. The Great Gas Station Dilemma, supra note 21. In 1966 the City of Pleasant Hill, Contra Costa County, California, commissioned an independent architectural study of how to develop aesthetically pleasing styles as opposed to prototypes of service stations. The response measured by the industry's acceptance was not encouraging.
opposing interests. Ordinances imposing spacing limitations have been adopted in parts of the country and have generally been upheld where the legislative body has found a relationship between the limitation and the needs of the public health, safety, morals and general welfare. However, there must be evidence to support the findings to justify the regulation. The more extreme the regulation, the greater the needs for evidentiary findings sufficient to justify the singling out of the service station for special treatment and the existence of a relationship between the problem and the remedy used to solve that problem.

The city's decision must be "clearly and palpably wrong" before a court should nullify the regulation under the police power. Courts should uphold zoning regulations which (1) impose spacing or distance limitations as between stations or a station and a place of public assembly; (2) exclude service stations from residential land use districts, industrial land use districts, and certain types of commercial land use districts; (3) limit the number of stations at intersections; (4) impose a conditional use permit procedure or specific detailed design and construction standards which include a reasonable measure of aesthetic control. An outright limitation upon the number of service stations in the community with no basis for justification is an invitation to a court to strike the regulation down as being invalid.

Long-range community planning with a locational theory for service stations built into it should be the ultimate goal. Local government and the petroleum industry must find a common basis for achieving that goal. Otherwise, the piecemeal regulation by government and the isolated attack by industry will continue and the general public will continue to suffer.

APPENDIX A*

PRINCIPLES

1. Service stations in the City shall be located adjacent to and integrated with other commercial uses and shall not be developed in "spot" locations.

2. A service station shall be located adjacent to a major or secondary thoroughfare.

3. The siting and architectural character of a service station shall blend with the existing or proposed character of the surrounding area. Variations in building design, materials and function features (such as electroliers and fencing) shall be encouraged.
4. Service stations in the city's retail commercial areas shall be integrated with but located on the periphery of retail commercial areas.

5. A pleasing, uncluttered appearance of service stations should be assured by adherence to sign regulations, maintenance of adequate landscaping and, where appropriate, conditions restricting outdoor display of automotive accessories.

6. The size and nature of a service station may be expected to vary with the location of the service station and the market it is intended to serve.

STANDARDS

1. Not more than 2 service stations shall be located at any given intersection. With the exception of areas designated as Highway Commercial on the General Plan, when 2 service stations are proposed to be located at an at-grade intersection, they should be situated on diagonally opposite corners.

2. A service station at the intersection of 2 thoroughfare streets should have no more than a total of 2 curb cuts. Not more than 1 curb cut for each thoroughfare street frontage and not more than a total of 2 curb cuts for each non-thoroughfare frontage shall be permitted for service stations at the intersection of a thoroughfare street with a collector street.

3. Service station sites in or near community or neighborhood commercial centers shall have a minimum of 12,000 square feet of lot area with 120' of frontage on at least one street.

4. Service stations designed to serve the trucking market should have a minimum of 300 feet of frontage on at least one street.

5. Approximately 8% of the net area of a service station site should be improved with well-maintained landscaping elements. These elements may include but will not be limited to plant materials, street furniture (such as benches and kiosks), and decorative surfaces (variations in color and texture). Emphasis should be on a pleasing appearance, quality of design and proper balance between structure and landscape elements, rather than satisfaction of quantitative criteria. Existing specimen trees, mature ornamental shrubs, and ground cover shall be preserved whenever possible.

6. Service station driveways on thoroughfare streets should be located at least 100 feet from the nearest point of the intersection of public rights-of-way.
7. Driveways for service stations which are developed as part of or in conjunction with adjacent uses shall be located as part of the total circulation element of such adjacent uses.

8. Service stations located in the Central Business Core shall be considered integral with adjacent development if they are designed as part of a building complex with obvious pedestrian and vehicular circulation provided to surrounding activities.

9. Service stations located in Community Commercial Centers shall be situated on major thoroughfares on the perimeter of such centers.

10. Service stations (as well as all other commercial enterprises) shall be required to adhere to the sign regulations of the district in which they are located. Miscellaneous small signs and announcements should be concentrated on display structures such as bulletin boards, benches, kiosks, or others accessory type structures, which may be incorporated with the landscaping.

11. Exterior sales display and storage areas shall be considered as areas of principal business activity, and therefore they shall be required to be located and designed in a manner which will not detract from the pleasing appearance of the station. The location and amount of exterior sales display and storage areas shall be subject to the approval of the City's Site Plan and Architectural Approval Agency.

12. A service station located at a street intersection where signals are either in place or expected to be installed in the future, shall install functioning "call Detectors" for the benefit of service station patrons so that traffic exiting from the station can be detected by the signal system.

APPENDIX B

GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR SERVICE STATIONS**

1. The following signs, only, shall be allowed and a copy shall be limited to identification of the service station and advertising of automobile products and services sold on the premises: (specify number, location and size).

2. No signs on the premises shall be animated, rotating or flashing.

3. No flags, penants, banners, pinwheels or similar items shall be permitted on the premises, with the exception of a U.S. Flag and State Flag, after 7 days after the initial opening.

4. No merchandise shall be displayed or stored outside of an enclosed structure except for oil can racks at the gas pump locations.

5. No new or used tires, or used auto parts shall be permitted on the premises outside of an enclosed structure.
6. No major mechanical auto repair shall take place on the premises.
7. No auto body repair shall take place on the premises.
8. Only those vehicles awaiting service shall be permitted to be stored on the premises.
9. The architectural design of the service station shall be as shown on the construction plans on file with this request.
10. A landscaping plan shall be submitted to the planning department for review and approval prior to the issuance of building permits.

**CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT PROVISIONS***

1. Location
   (a) The site shall have 150 feet of frontage on a major or secondary highway.
   (b) The site shall not adjoin an existing hotel or residential use at the time of its establishment.
   (c) The minimum distance from the site to a residential zone, school, park, playground, church, museum, or similar use shall be 250 feet.

2. Distance between stations. The minimum distance between automobile service stations shall be 500 feet.
3. Site Area. The minimum site area shall be 18,750 square feet.
4. Dimensions. The minimum width shall be 150 feet; the minimum depth shall be 125 feet.
5. Number of Pumps. One gasoline pump shall be permitted per 2,000 square feet of site area, with a maximum of 15 pumps permitted at any one station. A double pump stanchion shall represent 2 pumps.
6. Distance between Pumps. The maximum distance between pumps on an island shall be 10 feet.
7. Utility Trailers. Utility trailers, not exceeding 10 in number, may be stored for rent on service stations only in the C-2, C-M, and M-1 Zones, provided they are screened from view and occupy an area which is in excess of the 2,000 square feet of site area required per pump.
8. Walls. A solid masonry wall 6 feet in height shall be erected on all interior property lines, said wall to be reduced 3 feet in height within any required yard setback area or corner cutback area.
9. Paving. The entire ground area shall be paved.
10. Lighting. Light shall be reflected away from adjoining properties; lighting facilities shall be a part of or attached to the main structure and shall conform to the regulations of the City.
11. Outside Operation. Operations outside permanent structures shall be limited to the dispensing of gasoline, oil, water, changing tires, and attaching and detaching trailers. There shall be no outside storage or display of tires, banners or devices.

12. Noise. Noise shall be muffled so as not to become objectionable due to intermittence, beat frequency, or shrillness, and the decibel level measured at property lines shall not exceed street background noise normally occurring at location of site.

13. Minimum Building Area. The minimum gross floor area for each automobile service station building, not including the canopy area, shall be 1,500 square feet.

* Based on principles and standards used by the City of Fremont, Alameda County, California.
** Based upon a generalized set of conditions imposed by the Planning Department, County of Contra Costa, California.
*** These general conditions are imposed by the City of Palm Springs, California.